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Contained in: Austrian Economic Quarterly
Volume, number, pagination: 2/2004, pp. 54-66
Publisher: Austrian Institute of Economic Research
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 2002
Resource type: article
Format: PDF
ISBN: —
Abstract: The EU strives to increase the mobility of students of higher education not only as an
objective in its own right but also to promote labour mobility. The latter is seen as a necessary
means to increase the efficiency of allocation of resources in an integrated Europe. It is
expected to generate economic growth and welfare gains, as well as to foster the
understanding of the diversity of cultures and thus promote social cohesion in Europe.
Keywords: university student mobility, foreign student, labour mobility
Language: ENG
Rights access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Austria, Europe
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier:
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Editors: WISO (Economic and social policy journal)
Volume, Number, Pagination: 27(2), pp. 37-55
Publisher: Institute for Social Sciences and Economics, Chamber of Labour
Place of publication: Linz
Year: 2004
Resource type: article
Format: —
ISSN: 1017-3059
Abstract: The author analyses educational attainment and employment opportunities of
Turkish and ex-Yugoslav youngsters between 1981 and 2002. In spite of better educational
attainment levels in the 1990s, unemployment under young foreigners continues to be very
high. In the case of young female Turks, an increased withdrawal from the labour market is of
particular concern for policy makers.
Keywords: migrants, qualification, employment possibilities
Language: GER
Right access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Austria
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier: —
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SOPEMI Report on Labour Migration
Publisher: Austrian Institute of Economic Research
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: annual
Resource type: report
Format: PDF
ISBN: —
Abstract: Every year the Austrian Institute of Economic Research analyses migratory
movements and policy developments on behalf of SOPEMI/OECD. This report contains
information on foreign residents, national residents abroad, asylum seekers, naturalisations,
marriage patterns etc; in addition employment and unemployment patterns are analysed as
well as remittances of foreign workers to their home-countries.
Keywords: migration policy, foreign workers, unemployment of foreigners, asylum seekers
Language: ENG
Rights access: public
Costs: free of charge
Geographical terms: Austria
Coverage temporal: annual
URL/identifier:
http://pan2.wsr.ac.at/pls/portal30/docs/FOLDER/HOMEPAGE_GUDRUN_BIFFL/CURRENT_RESEA
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Expertise for the Ministry of Domestic Affairs on the inflow of migrants of third country origin in
the various quota categories of the Alien Law
(Zur Niederlasssung von Ausländern in Österreich)
Publisher: Austrian Institute of Economic Research
Place of publication: Vienna
Year of publication: annual
Resource type: report
Format: PDF
ISBN: —
Abstract: Every year the Austrian Institute of Economic Research analyses the result and
impact of immigration in the various quota categories for the Federal Ministry of Domestic
Affairs, with special emphasis on the labour market situation of both — native and foreign
workers.
Keywords: immigration quota, foreign workers, settlement
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: free of charge
Geographical terms: Austria
Coverage temporal: annual
URL/identifier:
http://www.bmi.gv.at/downloadarea/asyl_fremdenwesen/Expertise_WIFO_NLV_2004.pdf
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Social mobility through education? — Educational behaviour patterns of migrants
(Soziale Mobilität durch Bildung? — Das Bildungsverhalten von MigrantInnen)
Editors: Heinz Fassmann, Irene Stacher
Contained in: Austrian migration and integration report: demographic developments,
socio-economic structures, legal ramifications (Österreichischer Migrations- und
Integrationsbericht: demographische Entwicklungen, sozioökonomische Strukturen,
rechtliche Rahmenbedingungen)
Volume, Number, Pagination: pp. 120-130
Publisher: DRAVA Verlag
Place of publication: Klagenfurt
Year: 2003
Resource type: article
Format: —
ISBN: 3-85435-408-8
Abstract: This article provides an overview of educational attainment of foreigners since the
1980s and the impact of skills on labour market integration.
Keywords: foreign workers
Language: GER
Right access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Austria
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier: —
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Laburda, Markus Marterbauer, Helga Matuschek, Harald Risch, Margit
Wiederschwinger
Foreigners in Austria. Migration policy and integration
(AusländerInnen in Österreich. Migrationspolitik und Integration)
Publisher: Labour Market Service Austria
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 1998
Resource type: report
Format: —
ISBN: 3-85170-015-5
Abstract: This report covers a wide field of migration policy and impact. It contains
information on migration policy developments (written by Gudrun Biffl), legal ramifications (by
August Gächter), structural and demographic aspects of integration (foreign population by
nationality, age structure, educational attainment, and gender) (by Karoly Cserjan et al.),
labour market integration of foreigners (labour force participation rates, foreign employment,
income structure) (by Gudrun Biffl), unemployment of foreigners (by Karoly Cserjan et al.),
and unemployment duration and incidence (by August Gächter, Helga Matuschek et al.).
Moreover Gudrun Biffl describes economic aspects of foreign integration by analysing costs
and benefits of migrants’ in the context of social policy, and Markus Marterbauer examines
macroeconomic developments.
Keywords: foreign population, foreign employment, unemployment (stock-flow), cost and
utility of foreign integration, macroeconomic effects
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Right access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Austria
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier: —
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Equal opportunities for all
(Gleichheit für alle)
Editor: Initiative minorities (Initiative Minderheiten)
Contained in: Voice from and for minorities (Stimme von und für Minderheiten)
Volume, number, pagination: Heft 46, p. 23
Publisher: Initiative minorities (Initiative Minderheiten)
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 2003
Resource type: article
Format: HTML
ISBN: —
Abstract: Ljubomir Bratic describes goals, methods and structures of "Open up —
empowerment against xenophobia on the labour market", an EQUAL project financed by the
Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Labour and "Verein Peregrina". The primary aim of
this project is to establish a network of multipliers from different realms directed against racism
on the labour market and to make the labour market more receptive to racially
discriminated people.
Keywords: anti-racism, anti-discrimination, labour market
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Rights access: public
Costs: free of charge
Geographical terms: Austria
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Karl Czasny, Raimund Hartig, Wolfgang Schöffmann
Living-conditions of labour migrants in Vienna
(Wohnsituation von Arbeitsmigranten in Wien)
Publisher: Stadt + Regionalforschung GmbH (SRZ)
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 1999
Resource type: report
Format: —
ISBN: —
Abstract: The aim of the report is to show country specific living conditions of migrants in
Vienna by distinguishing between Turks and former Yugoslavs.
Keywords: labour migration, immigration, living conditions
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: —
Geographical terms: Vienna
Coverage temporal: —
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Austria
(Österreich)
Editors: Ulrike Davy, European Centre
Contained in: Integration of migrants – legal ramification in an European context (Die
Integration von Einwanderern. Rechtliche Regelungen im europäischen Vergleich)
Volume, Number, Pagination: 9.1 (Welfare policy and social research), pp. 567-708
Publisher: Campus Verlag
Place of publication: Frankfurt
Year: 2001
Resource type: article
Format: —
ISBN: 3-593-36336-4
Abstract: This study focuses on legal integration processes of foreigners from first entry to
citizenship. The author distinguishes between employed persons, family members, and foreign
youth born in the host country.
Keywords: integration process
Language: GER
Right access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Austria, Belgium, France, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Switzerland
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Katharina Demel, Christoph Bender
Educational levels of migrants from Slovenia, Czech Republic and Hungary and their position
on the Austrian labour market
(Qualifikationsniveau von slowenischen, tschechischen und ungarischen ArbeitsmigrantInnen
und ihre Position am österreichischen Arbeitsmarkt)
Publisher: ICMPD (International Centre for Migration Policy Development)/ÖFM
(Austrian forum of migration studies)
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 1999
Resource type: article
Format: PDF
ISBN: —
Abstract: The aim of this study is to explain foreign employment not only by age, gender,
occupational status and branches but also by educational attainment levels in order to
provide a deeper insight into their impact on the Austrian labour market. Their focus lies on
migrants from CEEC, namely from Slovenia, the Czech Republic and Hungary, their different
educational attainment levels compared to Turkish and former Yugoslav migrants. Although
Austrian agencies do not easily acknowledge foreign degrees, educational levels of workers
from CEEC are on average higher than of "classical" migrants and even of nationals.
Keywords: labour migration, educational level,
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Care of older migrants in Vienna
(Betreuungssituation von älteren Migrantinnen und Migranten in Wien)
Editor: Christoph Reinprecht
Contained in: Older migrants in Vienna. Empirical evidence on life cycle, social
integration, and ageing (Ältere MigrantInnen in Wien. Empirische Studien zu
Lebensplanung, sozialer Integration und Altersplanung)
Volume, number, pagination: pp. 105-126
Publisher: Christoph Reinprecht
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 1999
Resource type: article
Format: —
ISBN: —
Abstract: This article was written on the basis of results from "senior plus", an URBAN-project
funded by the integration fund of Vienna, co-financed by the EU. It analyses living conditions
of migrants in Vienna, in particular of older migrants, and their access to age-related
agencies. Social inequalities and language problems as well as fears of dealing with
authorities make the satisfaction of their needs more difficult. Lots of agencies are not well
prepared for helping older migrants.
Keywords: integration
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Vienna
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The Austrian Development Partnerships
(Die österreichischen Entwicklungspartnerschaften)
Publisher: EQUAL office Austria
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 2001
Resource type: brochure
Format: PDF
ISBN: —
Abstract: The Community Initiative EQUAL was established in Europe to test new ways of
tackling discrimination and inequality experienced by those in work and those looking for a
job. EQUAL represents a major challenge in a number of aspects. Solutions based on
partnership, innovation and cross border co-operation are the four points of all EQUAL
activities. EQUAL differs from conventional labour market policy programmes. It does not
provide support for individual measures but rather aims at encouraging co-operation among
all relevant actors as well as bundling know-how in particular regions or on special topics.
Austrian development partnerships are committed to meeting these objectives and include a
correspondingly broad spectrum of participants: the Austrian social partners, at least three
non-governmental organisations, institutions on the regional level, experts from the public
sector, but also enterprises and educational institutions. Together these participants have
formulated labour market policy objectives and proposals for solving problems, and now they
are working together on their realisation. The distribution of development partnerships by six
themes is a follows: Re-integration to the labour market and combating on-going
marginalisation, facilitating the integration of people with disabilities, combating racism and
xenophobia on the labour market, improving the quality of workplaces in the social
economy, promoting lifelong learning and inclusive work practices, reduction of genderspecific segregation on the labour market and activities for asylum-seekers.
Keywords: Anti-discrimination, xenophobia, racism, asylum seekers, segregation, labour
market, labour market policy
Language: GER, ENG
Rights access: public
Costs: free of charge
Geographical terms: Austria
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier:
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Heinz Fassmann
EU-enlargement and labour migration to Germany and Austria. Quantitative forecasts and
current development tendencies
(EU-Erweiterung und Arbeitsmigration nach Deutschland und Österreich. Quantitative
Vorhersagen und aktuelle Entwicklungstendenzen.)
Editor: IMIS-Beiträge (Institute for migration research and inter-cultural studies)
Volume, number, pagination: 19/2002, pp. 65-88
Publisher: IMIS (Institute for migration research and inter-cultural studies)
Place of publication: University of Osnabrück
Year: 2002
Resource type: article
Format: PDF
ISSN: 0949-4723
Abstract: This article describes consequences of EU-enlargement, firstly on the Austrian labour
market at large, secondly on the border regions to Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Hungary
and Slovenia, and thirdly on agriculture. Some are afraid of cheap foreign workers because
of growing wage gaps and unemployment. And others are of the opinion that one ought to
welcome foreign workers because of an ageing Austrian society. The latter group of persons
thinks that only a few migrants will enter the Austrian labour market.
Keywords: foreign workers, labour market
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: free of charge
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Heinz Fassmann, Christiane Hintermann, Josef Kohlbacher, Ursula Reeger
Labour market Central Europe. The return of historical migration patterns
(Arbeitsmarkt Mitteleuropa. Die Rückkehr historischer Migrationsmuster)
Editor: Austrian Academy of Sciences
Contained in: ISR – research reports (ISR-Forschungsberichte)
Volume, number, pagination: 18
Publisher: Austrian Academy of Sciences
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 1999
Resource type: report
Format: —
ISBN: 3-7001-2783-9
Abstract: The research report documents the re-emergence of a Central European labour
market, whereby commuting plays an important role in 'reshaping' the formerly distorted
regional labour markets in Slovakia, Hungary, the Czech Republic and Poland. This process
can be documented on the basis of real and potential labour migration, commuting and
strategies of job search in a larger labour market sphere. The empirical analysis is based on
extensive own research (surveys and analysis of job advertisement) as well as official data.
Keywords: migration patterns
Language: GER
Right access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Austria
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Heinz Fassmann, Josef Kohlbacher, Ursula Reeger, Katharina Demel, Irene
Stacher
Integration through occupational mobility?
(Integration durch berufliche Mobilität? )
Publisher: Austrian Academy of Sciences Press
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 2001
Resource type: book
Format: —
ISBN: 3-7001-3039-2
Abstract: The starting point of the review is the analysis of occupational career paths by
nationality in Vienna, followed by occupational and social integration patterns and
strategies. The authors examine ramifications of the Austrian labour market and ethnic
networks by nationality, gender, educational attainment and language.
Keywords: integration, labour mobility, occupation, nationality
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Vienna
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier: http://verlag.oeaw.ac.at
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Social mobility of foreigners
(Die soziale Mobilität der AusländerInnen )
Publisher: ICMPD (International Centre for Migration Policy Development)/ÖFM
(Austrian forum for migration studies), ISR (institute for urban and regional
research)/ÖAW (Austrian Academy of sciences), University of Vienna
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 2001
Resource type: report
Format: PDF
ISBN: —
Abstract: This report deals with occupational and social mobility of foreigners in Vienna. A
major feature is the analysis of migrants by nationality and career paths.
Keywords: social mobility, foreigners
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: free of charge
Geographical terms: Vienna
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier:
http://www.oefm.org/documents/KFMob.pdf
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Heinz Fassmann, Rainer Münz und Wolfgang Seifert
Foreign workers in Germany and Austria
(Ausländische Arbeitskräfte in Deutschland und Österreich)
Editors: Heinz Fassmann, Helga Matuschek, Elisabeth Menasse-Wiesbauer
Contained in: Disassociation — exclusion — admission. Empirical evidence on
xenophobia and integration (Abgrenzen - Ausgrenzen - Aufnehmen. Empirische
Befunde zu Fremdenfeindlichkeit und Integration.)
Volume, number, pagination: 1, pp. 95-114
Publisher: DRAVA-Verlag
Place of publication: Klagenfurt
Year: 1999
Resource type: book
Format: —
ISBN: 3-85435-316-2
Abstract: The authors compare the situation of foreign workers in Germany and Austria. In
spite of similar migration histories, migrants and their families have different career
opportunities in Germany and Austria. The Austrian labour market is characterised by ethnic
segmentation while — according to the opinion of the authors — this is not the case in
Germany. In the case of Germany migrants often work in large companies with internal
carrier possibilities while in the case of Austria migrants are concentrated in small and
medium-sized companies. There they are hardly able to become part of core-staff.
Keywords: foreign workers, insider, outsider, labour market, career possibilities
Language: GER
Right access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Austria, Germany
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier: —
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Austrian migration and integration report: demographic developments, socio-economic
structures, legal ramifications
(Österreichischer Migrations- und Integrationsbericht: demographische Entwicklungen,
sozioökonomische Strukturen, rechtliche Rahmenbedingungen)
Publisher: DRAVA Verlag
Place of publication: Klagenfurt
Year: 2003
Resource type: book
Format: —
ISBN: 3-85435-408-8
Abstract: The aim of the migration and integration report is to provide a deeper insight into
migration and integration of foreigners into Austrian society. Some authors explain migration
flows (demographic impact), others structural aspects, life style, xenophobia, crime, health,
and institutional and legal ramifications.
Keywords: migration
Language: GER
Right access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Austria
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier: —
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Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Labour
The labour inspectorate in 2001
(Die Tätigkeit der Arbeitsinspektion im Jahr 2001)
Publisher: Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Labour (Section III — Labour law
and labour inspectorate)
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 2002
Resource type: report
Format: PDF
ISBN: —
Abstract: The Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Labour informs about legal
ramifications, organisational structures, activities, results as well as statistical data of labour
inspectorate activities in Austria in the year 2001. Some sections examine the situation of
foreign workers in Austria, e.g. illegal employment of foreign workers.
Keywords: illegal employment of foreign workers, employment of foreign workers
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: free of charge
Geographical terms: Austria
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier: http://at.osha.eu.int/statistics/jb2001.pdf
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Wolfgang Freidl, Willibald-Julius Stronegger, Christine Neuhold
Health in Vienna: Vienna health and social survey
(Gesundheit in Wien. Wiener Gesundheits- und Sozialsurvey)
Publisher: Vienna Health Reporting
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 2001
Resource type: report
Format: —
ISBN: —
Abstract: This health survey contains information about the Viennese population aged 16 and
over. The statistical analysis is carried out for men and women separately; health and social
variables are described for selected groups of persons by income level, educational
attainment level, occupational status, nationality and region.
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Language: GER
Right access: public
Costs: free
Geographical terms: Vienna
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier: http://www.wien.gv.at/who/survey/gesamt.pdf
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Integration of settled foreigners into the labour market
(Die Integration der niedergelassenen ausländischen Wohnbevölkerung in den Arbeitsmarkt)
Publisher: Institute for Advanced Studies
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 1998
Resource type: report
Format: —
ISBN: —
Abstract: The primary object of this report is to explain foreign population and foreign
employment in Austria by analysing various scenarios of labour force participation rates,
income situation, hourly wages, and wealth.
Keywords: labour market, settlement, foreign population
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Josef Gunz
Foreigners between inclusion and exclusion. Summary of a report about the social situation of
foreigners in Upper Austria
(AusländerInnen zwischen Anpassung und Ausgrenzung: Zusammenfassung einer Studie über
die soziale Lage der AusländerInnen in Oberösterreich)
Editors: WISO (Economic and social policy journal)
Volume, Number, Pagination: 23, pp. 89-116
Publisher: Institute for Social Sciences and Economics
Place of publication: Linz
Year: 2000
Resource type: article
Format: —
ISSN: 1012-3059
Abstract: This study focuses on the social situation of foreigners in Upper Austria. In
combination with questionnaires the author analyses legal ramifications, housing situation,
employment, educational attainment, and well-being.
Keywords: integration,
Language: GER
Right access: public
Costs: not free
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Enlarged Europe — ambivalent expectations: working and living together
(Erweitertes Europa — Ambivalente Erwartungen: miteinander arbeiten und leben)
Publisher: University of Linz, institute of sociology
Place of publication: Linz
Year: 2004
Resource type: report
Format: —
ISBN: 3-7035-1005-6
Abstract: The contents of this report are as follows: firstly edition of materials regarding racism
and xenophobia, secondly realisation and interpretation of qualitative interviews with experts,
immigrants and Austrians and thirdly realisation and interpretation of quantitative surveys with
immigrants, Czechs and Austrians. The authors analyse demographic facts, legal frameworks,
labour market situation, migration potentials as well as social and occupational dimensions of
settled migrants. They also describe labour migration in the context of EU-enlargement
Keywords: racism, xenophobia, settlement, family, education, labour market, occupation
Language: GER
Right access: public
Costs: free of charge
Geographical terms: Austria
Coverage temporal: —
URL/identifier: —
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Gastarbajteri — 40 years labour migration
(Gastarbajteri — 40 Jahre Arbeitsmigration )
Publisher: Mandelbaum Verlag
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 2004
Resource type: book
Format: —
ISBN: 3-85476-117-1
Abstract: The book in question deals with the project "gastarbajteri" — a reader about
migration. It contains additional information about an exhibition and a film regarding 40 years
migration in Austria.
Keywords: labour migration
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Austria
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Ethnic economies as part of social sciences
(Ethnische Ökonomien als Forschungsgegenstand der Sozialwissenschaften)
Editor: SWS — Social science study co-operation (Sozialwissenschaftliche
Studiengesellschaft)
Contained in: SWS-Rundschau
Volume, number, pagination: 40(1), 2000, pp. 43-62
Publisher: SWS — Social science study co-operation (Sozialwissenschaftliche
Studiengesellschaft)
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 2000
Resource type: article
Format: —
ISSN: 1013-1469
Abstract: Migrants as entrepreneurs are not well documented in Austria. This article gives an
overview about the project "ethnic businesses — integration versus segregation". According
to the author, migrant entrepreneurs depend on resources of other migrants because of
discriminating legal conditions, insufficient information and difficulties to obtain membership
in chambers.
Keywords: migrants, equality, entrepreneur
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: not free
Geographical terms: Vienna
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URL/identifier: http://members.aon.at/sws-rundschau/jahresregister.htm
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Publisher: ZSI — Centre for social innovation (Zentrum für Soziale Innovation)
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 1999
Resource type: report
Format: PDF
ISBN: —
Abstract: On the basis of the URBAN-project "ethnic businesses — integration versus
segregation" ethnic businesses are explained by analysing various biographies (of
entrepreneurs by occupation and educational attainment). In a next step the authors
examine the influence of such economics on local economic performances.
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Language: GER
Rights access: public
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Open! Migrants as entrepreneurs. A possibility for local economic growth
(Geöffnet! Migrantinnen und Migranten als Unternehmer. Eine Chance für die lokale
Wirtschaftsentwicklung)
Publisher: Verlag Guthmann Peterson
Place of publication: Vienna, Mühlheim/Rhein
Year: 1999
Resource type: book
Format: —
ISBN: 3-900782-18-0
Abstract: Migrants are well researched in the field of labour, housing, educational attainment
but not in the area of entrepreneurs in Austria. Experience from Vienna, Berlin, Glasgow, and
Lisbon show that self-employment of migrants is more than an informal job opportunity. The
goal of the meeting "Migrants as entrepreneurs — a chance for local economic structure"
was to bring responsible persons from businesses, politics and research together to inform
about the growing importance of migrants as entrepreneurs for local economic
performance.
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Ethnic Economics. Integration versus segregation in the context of migrants' entrepreneurship
(Ethnische Ökonomien. Integration versus Segregation im Kontext der wirtschaftlichen
Selbständigkeit von MigrantInnen)
Editors: Heinz Fassmann, Helga Matuschek, Elisabeth Menasse-Wiesbauer
Contained in: Disassociation — exclusion — admission. Empirical evidence on
xenophobia and integration (Abgrenzen - Ausgrenzen - Aufnehmen. Empirische
Befunde zu Fremdenfeindlichkeit und Integration.)
Volume, number, pagination: 1, pp. 75-94
Publisher: DRAVA-Verlag
Place of publication: Klagenfurt
Year: 1999
Resource type: book
Format: —
ISBN: 3-85435-316-2
Abstract: On the basis of a representative biography of a Turkish restaurant owner the authors
show the growing importance of ethnic entrepreneurs as an escape route out of a
discriminated labour market. Discrimination exists in the field of legal ramifications (for
instance nationality is responsible for re-entering the labour market after unsuccessful
employment) and information (e.g. insufficient information from chambers of commerce).
Moreover foreign entrepreneurs are not able to find adequate counselling.
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Volume, number, pagination: 54(11), pp. 965-980
Publisher: Statistics Austria
Place of publication: Vienna
Year: 1999
Resource type: article
Format: —
ISSN: 0029-9960
Abstract: In the period of examination, 1989 to 1998, the years until 1993 were strongly
affected by immigration, particularly due to the crisis in former Yugoslavia. In this period the
foreign population rose by more than 300.000 (from 387 000 to 690 000 persons). From 1994
immigration policies were more restrictive, accordingly the proportion of the foreign
population stagnated at about 9% of the total population (1998: 737 000). Foreigners living in
Austria face worse living conditions than residents. Already in the institutional care of children
they experience first disadvantages, receive less education, work in more badly paid labour
market segments, suffer from higher unemployment ratios, are affected by more
unfavourable conditions of work and live in less comfortable flats than their Austrian
counterparts.
Keywords: living conditions, foreign population, asylum seekers, foreign workers,
naturalisation, refugees
Language: GER
Rights access: public
Costs: not free
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